
Northern Ave. Bridge: June 3, 2019 Community Meeting #2 Feedback via Comment Sheets 

Bridge Style Preference Bridge Style Preference Comment
Type of 
Experience 1

Type of 
Experience 2

Type of 
Experience 3

Type of 
Experience 4

Type of 
Experience 5

Type of 
Experience 6

Type of 
Experience 7 Other Feelings to Evoke Bridge Widths Comment

Basic Basic
Efficiency? It's a roadway, it should move people. I don't 
really care how it looks, I just want it to work

We need to move people, not cars. Also, we need dedicated 
bus lanes at al crossings and throughout the Seaport Transit 
infra!

Basic

Reinterpret and contextual are my LEAST 
favorites. "Restore" is really a replica - so some 
basic style would be my choice Meander Offering a vista Vibrant

I would like the new bridge to have a pleasant pedestrian 
walkable experience 24'-30'

Basic Basic - least cost/most flexible Active Contemporary Vibrant

Uses: pedestrians, bikes, vehicle lane for buses and shuttles 
(and emergency vehicles) to move the greatest number of 
people

8' peds+12' bikes+2' buffer+12' vehicles - need ped sidewalk 
on one side (could be 12' wide if volume calls for that)

Basic

Basic. I like how open it is, there aren't a lot of 
spaces in Boston that open to the sky. It also has 
subtle styles while being affordable Active Contemporary Vibrant

Nice, pleasant, car free. Being a place free from cars even for 
a few moments would be huge. Less noice, better air, no 
worries

42 or less, like 30. Enough to accommodate the occasional 
emergency vehicle, but not spending loads to get more 
[illegible] cars in Boston

Basic
Basic (the simplest possible, to preserve the 
Fort Point watersheet as far as possible) Passive

If a bridge is found to be absolutely necessary, keep it simple 
and quickly crossed

None at all. The bridge's width needs to be determined by 
projected, actual usage

Basic
Basic or contemporary (do not like existing 
bridge)

Build as wide as possible (once built, making it wider would 
be very expensive)

Basic
Basic - it is the least expensive and most 
flexible Active Contemporary Offering a vista

[Drawing maring 8' ped, 12' bike, 2' barrier, 12' vehicle] 36' 
(+ or -). The vehicle lane provides flexibility for emergency 
vehicles, buses, or programmed uses. A basic, 36' wide deck 
is the most affordable, practical solution width options

Basic

24 ft. basic. We need a cheap 
BIKE/PED/EMERGENCY VEHICLE ONLY 
BRIDGE Active Contemporary Meander Vibrant No vehicular traffic whatsoever, save emergency vehicles

24 ft with NO VEHICULAR LANE. Stop accommodating 
cars (it is cheaper, safer, and more pleasant)

Basic Basic Active Offering a vista Vibrant Efficiency and the flow of people 30 ft-42 ft

Basic Basic, due to cost and time constraints Offering a vista Passive

Safety, sharing the bridge with regularly moving cars or buses 
does not promote a human scale and would induce the 
constant need to guard against a fatal conflict. In a sea of busy 
streets with constant car traffic, it would be nice to have an 
island of human sanity

30 feet max. This width promotes a human being scale for the 
bridge and allows the flexibility of an emergency vehicle to 
access the deck to pick someone in distress

Basic Basic Meander Offering a vista

I don't have strong feelings on experience; I simply feel that a 
pedestrian bridge connecting the Seaport to the city will 
suffice. The Seaport is currently a nightmare to navigate, and 
as a pedestrian (biking and walking) a simple pedestrian 
bridge (with access to emergency vehicles) would be a win.

The width should allow for emergency vehicles. I support the 
idea of allowing access to public transportation buses, but fear 
that the city will get it wrong and open it up to ride share 
vehicles which would defeat the purpose.

Basic The cheapest option. (Basic.)

I'd like the feeling that we saved $100M on a modern bridge 
and used those tax dollars for more pressing matters. I don't 
think a bridge needs to attempt to evoke any sweeping 
emotional experience. It'd be well-received by the vast 
majority of citizens if it doesn't evoke the emotion typically 
associated with bridges in Boston --- frustration due to 
congestion. Whatever is functional, safe and multi-modal.

Basic Basic Active Contemporary Offering a vista
56ft. Basic. Ideal vista from the most view points. Also, the 
more access the better.

Basic Basic, 56' Active Contemporary

I think not making the bridge a wide length for the purpose of 
a transit lane would be a sorely missed opportunity in such a 
congested area. No general traffic though!

Basic Basic Contemporary Meander Offering a vista

Solid enough to last 100 years like the previous one; but not 
built with excessive city funds that can be used to support 
other bridges also in badly need of repair across Boston.

30+ feet for peds and bikers, and more if there is a bus lane. 
This is a strong opportunity to help the Seaport fix its 
troubling lack of public transportation. If we're trying to solve 
for rising sea levels, shouldn't we also consider the human 
effect of what's causing it? Public transportation will help get 
cars off the road and contribute to a better environment

Basic Basic Offering a vista Vibrant
A place without cars and trucks to enjoy the harbor and travel 
safety

The 12 and 24 foot options nicely fit with the basic style and 
are optimized for pedestrian and bicycle usage at responsiblie 
cost.

Basic
The basic design, 24-42' wide, with no 
vehicular lane Active Meander Offering a vista Programmed

To me, the most important thing for making the bridge a 
special experience and a pleasant place to walk is to make 
sure vehicles are not allowed on the bridge. To me, the old 
design is ok, but not particularly worth preserving. I prefer the 
simplicity of the simple design, and how easily it allows us to 
look at the sky and surrounding buildings.

I think the cost of the full width reconstruction is too large to 
justify the benefits. I would rather see a narrower width, with 
extra money being used to create or improve bus access on 
adjacent bridges.

Basic Basic Passive Simplicity and utility
Form should follow function. The wider the bridge, the more 
possible functions, therefore make it wide.



Basic Basic Active Contemporary

Contemporary and looking to the future. Let’s stop restoring 
things as though we care more about the past than the future. 
As though we imagine if it’s old it must be better. Boston has 
plenty of old buildings. Look to Europe where new building 
are almost always built in a very modern style precisely 
because the contrast with the old buildings around them helps 
to highlight both styles. The US is a modern society and 
should celebrate this vibrancy. I would also suggest small 
areas of lush greenness and calm on the bridge- a bit like the 
highline in NYC. The tram system in Barcelona- where the 
tracks are laid on grass- is another visual inspiration. (I am not 
sure how wide the modern bridge would be but if it allows a 
pedestrian and cycle lane like the new Bay Bridge in San 
Francisco, perhaps a vegetation ‘divider’ could separate cars 
and people/bikes.

Basic is the most appropriate in my opinion. I wouldn’t label 
it basic but ‘minimalist and elegant’. It looks to the future and 
to the very different city Boston will be. There are plenty of 
old buildings that ‘celebrate the past’ and it would be silly in 
my opinion to try to spend more money to create an 
unoriginal copy of something that belongs in the past when 
you could make something ultra modern, streamlined, elegant, 
original and easier to maintain (painting anyone?!). A modern 
bridge says ‘the best is yet to come’ and looks to the future. 
Don’t build something that would recreate the more basic 
technology that existed then when we have gone far beyond 
those limitations in bridge design. Good luck!

Basic Basic Active Contemporary

I would like to experience an easy and more relaxed 
pedestrian crossing of the channel. I think this means that I 
don't want to compete with vehicular traffic if at all possible.

As they relate to style? Bridge should be wide enough to 
accommodate pedestrians and bikes. How does the fact that 
the plane of the bridge will have to be several feet higher 
affect its connection to the street levels on either side of the 
bridge? Is wider better for a smoother transition to the 
existing access points?

Basic Basic Active Contemporary
We would like the bridge to be functional without obstructing 
the view. We are hoping to reduce traffic jam We prefer the 56' or 64' options

Basic, Contextual
Basic and contextual (please don't waste money 
on saving a decrepit old bridge - nice as it is) Active Meander Offering a vista Vibrant

It should feel like the rest of the harborwalk, but with views 
of harbor and Ft. Pt channel

Anything more than 30 ft is unnecessary. CARS MUST NOT 
BE ALLOWED ON THE BRIDGE. Design it for bikes and 
peds only, but with the ability to handle emergency vehicles 
only when necessary for emergencies

Basic, Contextual Basic or Contextual Active Offering a vista Vibrant Pride, Progress, Awe Make it wide enough for a greenway.

Basic, Reinterpret 1. Reinterpret; 2. Basic Active Meander Offering a vista Solitude

I like to walk and bike, and whenever I encounter a ped/bike 
bridge, it's a welcome respite from congestion, cars, and 
noise. It's nice to relax and breathe, even for a few moments

I prefer 30-42 ft., restricted to pedestrian/bike, but able to 
accommodate an emergency vehicle if necessary

Basic, Reinterpret 1. Reinterpret; 2. Basic Active Contemporary Offering a vista Nautical Anything more than 30 ft is too much

Basic, Reinterpret

Reinterpret or basic. The contextual style 
seemed like added expense for something that is 
no longer unique or exciting - everyone does 
bridges like that now Offering a vista Vibrant

I want to be able to continue my harbor walk experience as I 
cross the bridge - away from car fumes and traffic noise, 
focused on the water, the birds, the sunshine (or rain!)

My preference is for a bridge focused on bike/pedestrian with 
an emergency lane for emergency use only. I don't want tax 
dollars used to promote more car traffic

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Nostalgic Offering a vista Programmed Vibrant
Make it as wide as possible to accommodate emergencies 
evacuation and other auto and pedestrian traffic Make it wide

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary

"Feelings" are great but 1000 people are soon moving into the 
Echelon - one building. We need a bridge that will support 
ambulances, fire trucks, and, yes, traffic, or we will be in very 
sad shape

Contextual Contextual - beautiful, visionary; like Boston Meander Solitude Vibrant
The transformation of the Seaport. The bridge is the future not 
the past Enough for people, bikes, and 1 emergency lane

Contextual Contextual Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant [illegible] with the Zakim Bridge Wide as possible/all walking/no cars

Contextual The $110M choice, contextual at widest width Active Meander Offering a vista Programmed Vibrant
Romance, connecting people. A walkable bridge induces 
people to talk to each other As wide as possible for multiple programming options

Contextual Contextual Active Nostalgic Offering a vista Vibrant Romance, happiness, fun Contextual

Contextual Contextual design looks amazing Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant Practical. Good mobility for all, walk, bike, run, drive

64 ft, or enough to accommodate all modes of transportation; 
we love Seaport and would like to see more access on another 
bridge

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant

The old bridge did nothing for me, and I have a personal 
history with it. Give me a bridge that makes my imagination 
soar, and blends with the great Harbor. I want foot traffic and room for emergency vehicles.

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Vibrant

Encourage walking/biking; examples of bridges to model 
(John Seigenthaler Pedestrian Bridge in Nashville, TN & 
Sentosa Broadwalk, Singapore) 42 FT? I vote for a pedestrian and bike bridge.

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant

A feeling of progress and innovation, one that reflects the 
very nature of crossing over into the most innovative hubs in 
the country right now.

Contextual Contextual Active Vibrant

Seaport is very vibrant and booming. I think the bridge should 
bring that same vibrant impact as a connector to what I 
consider the Hoboken of Boston. I like the bridge with and contextual bridge



Contextual Contextual, but would settle for any. Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista

While Placemaking functionality would be lovely and 
emegency vehicle acccess should always be a consideration, a 
narrower bridge will be better for the community, the 
commuters, and the sense of place if it means the bridge will 
not have automotive traffic.

Contextual Contextual - looks nice. Goes with Zakim. Offering a vista Vibrant

Contextual Contextual Vibrant

The bridge should be a contemporary style suspension bridge 
that harnesses the modern elegance the Seaport. The seaport 
is the hub for new architectural expression in the city so to 
build anything less than a modern illuminated suspension 
bridge would seem unfitting.

The bridge should be wider and allow for event space on the 
island pavilion. This would be a great location for a brewery, 
restaurant, or beer garden. New York has a multitude of 
waterfront and pier dining options that Boston currently lacks 
and needs to develop.

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant

Contextual Contextual Active Openness
64" with two lanes of downtown bound traffic and a third lane 
for two-way bike and pedestrian travel

Contextual Contextual Active Offering a vista Vibrant Safety

While a bike/pedestrian bridge is my first choice, given the 
traffic horrors we all experience in Boston, the bridge should 
be wide enough to accommodate at least 1 lane of cars so that 
during higher than normal traffic times, the bridge can be 
opened up to accommodate automobiles as well as 
pedestrians (is that even possible?)

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Offering a vista

While I preferred the Contextual design, if budget is an issue, 
I would sacrifice style over reducing width to anything less 
than 30 feet.

I really want a bridge that offers pedestrian, bike lanes, and 
emergency. I also think a Bus lane- that could be used in case 
it is needed by cars in the lifetime of the bridge - would be 
best. So 42 feet seems to make the most sense.

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant
connected, community, fiery, NOT COLD. It's already cold 
and windy enough there as it is.

I think it's more practical to make something wider so it can 
be used for more things in the future. I don't want it to just be 
for walking and biking. It should be wide enough at least for 
emergency vehicles and maybe for one way traffic into the 
seaport in the morning and out of in the evening. Overall, it 
needs to be able to be wide enough for vehicles, even if it is 
not initially used for that.

Contextual 3. I like the symmetry with the Zycome bridge Active Contemporary Vibrant
Timeless construction the stands up over the years. Like the 
Hancock tower has done Room for cars, bikes, and pedestrians

Contextual Contextual Contemporary Vibrant
A place for pedestrians to escape the city’s vehicular traffic 
while experiencing the beauty of the waterfront

I’m advocating for a pedestrian/ bike only bridge so whatever 
widths would accommodate those means in both directions

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Meander Offering a vista Programmed Vibrant

I don't know about feelings, but I absolutely do not think 
general traffic should be on this bridge. This should be a 
bridge for public transit only at most. I should enjoy biking 
too and from work on it, and feel safe doing so.

I liked the contextual one. I think it would be a missed 
opportunity to not rethink this bridge. This bridge is a relic of 
a bygone era and restoring it to what it used to look like 
would be a mistake. I've used the Washington St. bridge near 
North station multiple times and it's terrible for biking. And 
restoration would be very similar.

Contextual, Reinterpret Contextual or Revitalize Active Contemporary Vibrant
It should be a fresh design that looks to the future. Please do 
not restore that old, horrible looking, piece of xxx. I prefer pedestrian only

Contextual, Reinterpret 2 - reinterpret or 3 - contextual Active Offering a vista Vibrant connection to nature - water and greenery
wide! less about style - but need to have at least 1 lane of 
outflow seaport traffic!

Contextual, Reinterpret Reinterpret and Contextual Active Contemporary Meander Offering a vista Programmed Vibrant

I fear a tradeoff. Width is the most important thing to me and 
I'm disappointed that all of the 'new' styles are narrower than 
the existing bridge. Width provides access for all users rather 
than pitting groups against each other. You missed the mark 
with me by not considering even wider widths.

Contextual, Restore Restore or Contextual Active Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista Connection to the harbor, a threshold from old to new Boston

I think it is crucially important that the bridge be intimate but 
with enough space for pedestrians, cyclists, joggers and 
people with dogs on leash to enjoy in tandem. 12 ft seems too 
narrow, 56 feet seems way too large.

Contextual, Restore Restore, then Contextualized Active Meander Offering a vista Vibrant

I would like a bridge that is primarily pedestrian/bike friendly, 
but can be used for emergency access. A 30' wide bridge 
seems ideal

Reinterpret Reinterpret Active Contemporary Offering a vista Programmed Vibrant

Cool like the hi-line but an actual thoroughfare for pedestrians 
and bicyclists. Should provide people who choose not to drive 
with a dignified and pleasant experience where they don't feel 
put upon by large vehicles and traffic. There are very few 
spaces like this in Bostno and we should seize the opportunity 
to create one

I have much stronger opinions about the relationship of width 
to the use of the bridge. My understanding is that adding a 
lane for shuttle busses will save riders about 4 minutes a ride. 
Is this really enough to get people to switch modes from car 
to train? And how does this small benefit balance against the 
experiences of 2500 people on foot and 250 on bikes per hour 
(10000 a day!) who would have a shorter (by more than 4 
minutes I would guess) and pleasant walk/bike ride. Vehicular 
traffic would also cut peds and cyclists off from crossing 
bridge and getting both views. You can have emergency/evac 
access without regular traffic on the bridge. That should NOT 
be an excuse for putting busses on bridge. 



Reinterpret Reinterpreted Nostalgic Offering a vista Passive Vibrant Safe, leisurely, escape
Preference towards 30-42 ft. width, restricted to bike/ped and 
emergency use (no buses/cars)

Reinterpret Reinterpret Nostalgic Offering a vista Need for conservation/maintenance Max 42, prefer a little less

Reinterpret Reinterpret Active Offering a vista

Concerned about shuttle bus and vehicular traffic westbound 
on bridge. Would like to see comprehensive traffic study from 
South Station to North Station looking at a variety of 
variables. Also need to prioritize climate resiliency

Reinterpret

Reinterpret because basic is similar to 
Charlestown Bridge, contextual is similar to 
Zakim, and restore is too expensive. Reinterpret 
is a good moderate option Contemporary Meander Nostalgic New but traditional 12 ft to 42 ft only, leaning on 30 ft

Reinterpret Reinterpret Enclosed Offering a vista Passive Vibrant
1. able to experience/notice the water; 2. not harried or 
bumped/jostled/dangerous for a pedestrian

Bike/ped only, with option for emergency vehicles if 
necessary. 30 ft

Reinterpret Reinterpret Active

I like the comparison to the hi-line in Manhattan. In this case, 
it could be a practical way to go over the channel but also a 
pleasant, artistic, relaxing and beautiful in detail as well as 
from a distance

The wider the bridge, the more uses. However, I do not want 
those uses to be vehicular. It is an inefficient addition to 
vehicular traffic

Reinterpret
Reinterpreted - (viable compromise) physically 
and financially Offering a vista

Walking, pedestrian friendly, but I'm fine with space for 
emergency vehicles Width to accommodate above

Reinterpret Reinterpret Active Offering a vista Programmed Vibrant
Even with other development in Seaport, I'd like bridge to be 
a destination; to be iconic.

I think that the bridge should be as wide as can we can afford, 
but I don't think we should pick a width without knowing it 
can be financed. I want width in order to maximize flexibility, 
but not if the entire point of width is to have a vehicle lane. I 
don't want a vehicle lane and believe it would be a major long-
term mistake. I've been a commuter to the Seaport for 17 
years (though I am moving to Sleeper Street this summer. I 
know the commuting challenges. Putting a vehicle lane on the 
bridge would not solve those challenges and would not 
provide sufficient benefit. It should be a pedestrian/bike 
bridge, preferably with some kind of non-tacky destination.

Reinterpret lean towards the 'reinterpret' model Active Contemporary Meander Offering a vista Vibrant

I hope we are tearing down that ancient building that is 
collapsing into the harbor with this project. If that is gone, 
then this bridge will be a great pedestrian/biking bridge, with 
a great harbor view, I can see it being popular with tourists 
taking pics, as well as a useful commuter bridge for urban 
workers.

Reinterpret Reinterpret Active Meander Nostalgic
Functional (bus, bike, ped lanes), Educational (learning the 
history of the 3 bridges)

As much as I would like to see a complete restoration, 
Reinterpret fits more with transitioning over the channel. 
Width needs to incorporate bus. bike & ped lanes as well as 
emergency vehicle access.

Reinterpret Reinterpret by far!!! Active Vibrant
Modern but pay homage to the old bridge, hence the 
reinterpret design!!! They look good to me!

Reinterpret Reinterpret Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista Passive

The bridge should be pedestrian/bike-only. The roads in the 
Seaport are already exceedingly car-centric with large lanes 
and making the entire area seem unfriendly to people. This is 
an opportunity for Boston to be forward-thinking in urban 
planning to mitigate the damage done by 20th-century auto-
centric thinking when the Seaport was developed originally.

Reinterpret Interpret Active Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista Pedestrian,bikes. Maybe 1 Lane for emergency vehicles

Reinterpret, Restore 1. Restore; 2. Reinterpret Offering a vista Solitude Absence of traffic; being able to breathe and hear

The city can't be trusted with something wide enough for cars -
even a bus lane will be surrendered "temporarily", ruining the 
effect of the design

Reinterpret, Restore

Restore and reinterpret - simple feels to generic 
and the "herp"/sall bridge has been done, see 
Dublin and one of the bridges over the Liffay Active Enclosed Offering a vista Passive Programmed Vibrant

It should feel like an uninterrupted extension of the 
harborwalk, with an emphasis on bikes/peds only. If a wider 
width is selected, then the extra space should be for passive 
space and retail/beer garden/farmers market

The wider widths assume that the bike/ped experience will be 
uniformly positive, but the presence of any vehicle lane 
would degrade the bike/ped experience (a "red check")

Reinterpret, Restore 1. Reinterpret; 2. Restore Active Nostalgic Vibrant Old Boston Wide as possible so this isn't a discussion again

Reinterpret, Restore
Restore - I realize this is an unrealistic cost. 
Reinvent - this has the "feel" of the old bridge Active Meander Offering a vista

A feeling of remembering driving over it with my dad - 
nostalgic Wide enough for pedestrian/bike and emergency use only

Reinterpret, Restore Replicate or reinterpret Meander Passive Solitude Community and natural Any as long as there is NO VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

Reinterpret, Restore Restore (if possible) or Reinterpret Meander Offering a vista Passive
NO VEHICULAR TRAFFIC!! Historic and a connection to 
the natural environment and the community. 64 feet

Restore

Restore - while 90% of the bridge is new 
material, the new metal painted will have a 
longer life span (lower maintenance costs) Active Enclosed Offering a vista

The restored bridge provides 5 "rooms" in which to travel that 
aesthetically separate users. You could fundraise by selling 
"rooms" or parts of rooms that aren't yet funded

The contextual bridge is all over Europe. That is fine for 
Adrian Ko[illegible] Netherlands bridge but would be "done 
that" for this location (Zakim)



Restore

Restore, but the cost is too high. I am fine with 
any of the design options as long as aethetics 
have been taken into consideration. No cars or 
motor vehicles. We need human-friendly, zero 
emission transportation here Offering a vista Solitude

The city, its history, its people, its architecture and most of all 
the harbor

I would go with a medium width, suitable for all of the people-
powered modes of transportation of the future, including not 
just pedestrians and bicyclists but scooters, skateboards, 
hovercraft, etc.

Restore Restore Active Enclosed Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista Passive Vibrant
Quiet other than the voices of people, absence of honking and 
exhaust

If the restore option is not financially feasible, then make the 
bridge as narrow and cheap as possible and abandon the 
pavilion which would necessitate emergency access and we 
need more car free spaces in this city

Restore
A restored bridge to welcome pedestrian, bike, 
and emergency access span only Active Vibrant No cars, no shuttle, no HOV

Do historic restoration of existing bridge and retain existing 
width

Restore Restore Nostalgic

Restore

Restoration would be ideal, but if not, 
something contextual, modern, and dynamic 
would be nice Active Offering a vista

I don't mind cars on the bridge, but I want it to be a Pedestrian 
first mentality, Safe and inviting for walkers and bikes

I like the place making size if cars are allowed, but something 
more pedestrian and emergency use is nice too.

Restore Restore

Restore Restore Nostalgic

This bridge is the last remaining piece of the area's industrial 
past and should be preserved as originally promised. Not 
everything needs to be sleek and modern. This bridge has 
history and if we keep destroying these types of things we are 
losing a great sense of our city's past.,.

Restore Restore Enclosed Nostalgic
I would like the bridge to evoke memories of the seaports past 
and place of harbor commerce and shipping,

I believe so long as it is very similar in style to the original in 
terms of look the width should be similar as well to allow for 
bus, emergency vehicle access as well as pedestrians and 
cyclists.

Restore Restore Active Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista

It was wonderful as a pedestrian bridge (& a few years ago 
there was the fun light show taking place on the bridge for 
part of the summer- that was great!). I could understand trying 
to have an emergency vehicle lane available, and I know 
traffic is unpleasant, but aesthetically this is such a treasure in 
Boston. I would appreciate anything that could be done to 
restore its beauty as the classic bridge. The Moakley is 
functional but not very aesthetic- let’s keep that for moving 
the traffic and the Northern Avenue Bridge as the icon it is. I 
just took some more photos as I walked by it the other day. 
Thank you for asking for public opinion!

If possible to keep the width as is, that would be great, but if 
it needs to accommodate an emergency lane, that is 
understandable.

Restore Nostalgic Active Nostalgic Offering a vista Programmed

I think it should be pedestrian and bike only. Program should 
be ponte vecchio- like shops on S side that sell t shirts, ice 
cream, sandwiches,snacks, etc. Mid portion to have tables, 
chairs, etc, and north side to have benches, places to sit and 
look out to the harbor, fish, etc. Bike lane could be farthest 
south and double as shop service lane.

Bridge with should be appropriate for the program. I prefer 
the nostalgic style.

Restore Restore Active Contemporary Nostalgic Offering a vista
I want this bridge to combine the bridge and city's history 
with the contemporary, cutting edge feel of the Seaport.

Restore Restore Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista

I love Boston's ability to marry old and new. I think the bridge 
itself links old, historic Boston with the new Boston - in the 
seaport area.

With the restore, we have the ability to have additional 
features given the width of 64 ft. It would allow the bridge to 
not only be a mode of transport from downtown to Seaport 
but also be a destination for people and events.

Restore Restore the bridge Active Nostalgic Offering a vista Vibrant I think we need restore the historical attributes of the bridge

I would keep it the same size as the old bridge and limit it to 
pedestrians, bikes and street vendors. The width would allow 
for emergency vehicle access or evacuation only

Restore

Restore it! ONCE IT'S GONE IT'S GONE. Too 
much of Boston's past has been bulldozed. The 
city is slowly losing its historical appearance. 
Do what you can to save this beautiful bridge! Active Vibrant

Restore it and add restaurants to it and make it the Ponte 
Vecchio of America. It would be quite a draw for locals and 
tourists. I submitted a drawing/proposal for this during the 
first design competition. Keep it the same width and have it pedestrian access only.

Restore Restore! Active
I want to be able to run safely over a bridge that pays tribute 
to the original bridge and isn't overly modern.

Restore Restaure Nostalgic Offering a vista History Restaure & préserve history
Restore Restore Nostalgic Offering a vista See the Norwottuck Rail Trail Bridge



Restore Restore Active Nostalgic Offering a vista

The seaport re-defined Boston, but not in a good way. The 
bridge is a green monster, Citgo sign that makes the city 
different. Keep it. Do the right thing. Keep it as is

Restore Restore Active Nostalgic Programmed Solitude Vibrant

(Vitality and Health); The Norther Avenue Bridge Crossing is 
nearest to the harbor and its walkways. As a walk and bike 
route it will maintain continuity of this pathway and welcome 
more pedestrians to participate in a fit and healthy lifestyle. 
Vehicular pathways (i.e. Moakley Bridge).

A bridge without vehicle traffic Active Offering a vista Vibrant A special extension of the beautiful Greenway - a destination As wide as financially possible
Nostalgic Offering a vista Passive Programmed Solitude Vibrant No traffic - pedestrian/bike, special functions ONLY

Not restore, otherwise, something that the City 
can afford without draining resources Active Meander Offering a vista

Relaxed. In the middle of the hectic downtown, this can be a 
respite and a more peaceful way to travel

It doesn't make sense that emergency access needs separate 
space from bike/ped. In an emergency, people can find 
another space or consolidate in less space. It doesn't seem this 
will resolve any traffic congestion and will likely make it 
worse with induced demand. When the bridge was closed, 
there was no new space opened for peds/bikes to travel safely -
it should go back to being that space, so probably the 24 foot 
option

Why do we need a bridge? Can we repurpose the old bridge? 
And use transit (streetcars? More permanent and good for 
placemaking) on the existing Seaport Blvd bridge to move 
more ppl?

Any Quiet. Safe. Away from exhaust fumes
14' is perfect: in daily use it supports bike and ped. In 
emergency, it supports egress!

The smaller ones that only accommodate foot 
and bike traffic Active Enclosed Meander Passive Solitude Vibrant

I want the peace of mind knowing that there are only walkers 
and cyclists using the bridge

The cheaper and smaller ones are my favorite. An ambulance 
can still drive over a 12 ft. bridge. If not, they can certainly 
wheel anyone off

One that doesn't have cars Active Enclosed Offering a vista Passive Vibrant Something without cars The bridge shouldn't have cars

People on bikes or walking only Active Nostalgic
This is xxx. I want a bridge like the one we have and real 
community feedback!!!!

xxx every motor vehicle option which will ruin the bridge and 
the experience of people crossing it

None Nostalgic Offering a vista Vibrant
I love the Northern Ave Bridge and hate to see it replaced by 
an unimaginative design

Too wide. Make it just for pedestrians/cyclists & emergency 
vehicles. Stop catering to…[cuts off]

The simplest Passive
Simple design to act as a transportation corridor for bikes and 
pets. No activation or other use is needed

The bridge needs to ped/bike with the ability for it to be used 
only in an emergency for first responders to use it. The 
minimum width to accommodate this function

Any design which includes all of the following, 
pedestrian and bike ways, and a lane devoted 
ONLY to pulic transit and emergency vehicles. 
I like all of the designs, but hope the new bridge 
can accomodate/create a useful way to get from 
North Station - Seaport - South Station. Helping 
to alleviate the need to drive to the seaport from 
the North Shore. Active Contemporary Meander Passive Solitude Vibrant Useful space for people who do not drive to the Seaport. I think the old design is ugly.

Pedestrian! Doesn't matter what it looks like Active

USABLE! Take a lesson from the Europeans - use this 
opportunity to generate more FOOT traffic, NOT cars! If you 
want to generate $, consider a retail element like the Ponte 
Vecchio in Florence.

Wide enough for foot traffic and bike lane(s) and potential 
retail element (see above)

All are fine, really more about function to me. Active I can get from point A to point B easier

None. How about this. Create a closed traffic circle at the 
Courthouse end of the bridge such that the only access to the 
circle is from the downtown side (exceptions for emergency 
vehicles) and limit auto use to buses, taxis and/or ride share 
services. If I want a ride out of the seaport I can either be 
picked up at my location but then have to sit in traffic across 
the Moakley, or walk to the traffic circle and get in a car and 
get the benefit of less congestion. This would reduce rideshare 
traffic in the seaport and encourage folks to walk at least 
partially out of the area to a centralized pick up area, similar 
to what is done at Logan.



The one with cars and bikes, and pedestrians 
sharing the bridge Active

Who the xxx put this survey together? Feelings? I would like 
it to feel like a safe functional multi-purpose motor-vehicle 
bridge.

It needs to be wide enough for one or two sidewalks, one lane 
of MV traffic in each direction, and one bike lane in each 
direction.

Contemporary Offering a vista As wide as possible is a no-brainer.
The cheapest. Take the difference then between 
the most expensive proposed project and the 
cost of the cheapest option and put the rest of 
the money into the MBTA budget. Offering a vista Passive Better MBTA service Do they support a new MBTA line to the seaport?

Neither: you should create a bridge refurbished 
BUT with vendors along the side. Walking 
bridge. A tram down the center for those who 
cannot walk. Make it like Florences Ponte 
Vecchio Active Nostalgic Passive Vibrant

One that shows Boston can think out of the box and away 
from the usual "the car is the boss" attitude

The width of the bridge is exactly why I suggest small shops 
on the sides. Walking paths on both sides AND a one person 
seat tram down the middle stopping every 15-20 feet for those 
who cannot walk it.

The first version as pedestrian only: it most 
closely resembles the Historic Landmark Nostalgic Passive Solitude

Ideally, the historic landmark materials and structure should 
be preserved

Small is beautiful. Ensure human scale and level access of old 
bridge is maintained

I don't think the style matters until there is a 
bigger vision for the bridge experience. Any of 
them could work, as long
as the design is a landmark in some way (e.g. 
Cirkelbroen in Copenhagen, Millennium Bridge 
in London, Millenium
Bridge in Gateshead, the admittedly over-the-
top proposed Garden Bridge in London). The 
base concepts shown in
this presentation are uninspiring and I'd rather 
see real design concepts after a robust 
programming process. If it
goes the restoration route, there should be be 
something interesting and different about it-- 
maybe sculptural lighting
or planting-- and adding the Pavilion would be 
essential to really change the experience.

The Harbor is one of Boston's greatest assets, but it's 
underutilized and hard to access for the public. This bridge is 
a critical connection between Downtown and the Seaport 
Harbor Walks, and to really make an amazing Boston
Harbor experience for the public, this bridge needs to be a 
bold and intuitive pedestrian-oriented nexus. It needs to
be visually stunning and a place for people to linger. It needs 
to be seen from afar, and also provide places for
people to enjoy the great view of the Harbor, Downtown, and 
Fort Point Channel -- it's a place where people can
orient themselves in the city.

Regardless of style, make this bridge pedestrian/bike only. 
Maybe wide enough for emergency vehicles. Cars and
any other transport vehicles will ruin this bridge experience, 
and there is a generous vehicular bridge 50 feet away
at Seaport Blvd. This bridge really needs to be considered an 
extension of the Harbor Walk, and no one wants cars
and buses on the Harbor Walk.

Contextual Contextual Contemporary Offering a vista
Safety for all modes of transportation; access for Seaport 
residents (private vehicles)

54" so have dedicated area for private cars, peds, bikes, and 
emergency veh as needed

Reinterpret Reinterpret Active Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista
Modern without losing the beauty and essence of history that 
Boston is known for

Limit use to pedestrian and bikes, with option for emergency 
vehicles only when necessary. Some placemaking similar to 
High Line in NYCy g p
residents have not been heard as clearly as they should be. 
The Seaport is a new neighborhood and doesn’t have a well 
established neighborhood association so the residents and 
owners who live in the Seaport are not formally organized as 
for example, the Fort Point Neighborhood Association. It is 
clear that the voice of Seaport owners is getting lost in the 
crowd and I would urge very clearly that the viewpoints of the 
Seaport residential owners are unique and those distinct 
concerns and priorities need to be considered separately from 
other neighborhoods and other visitors to the Seaport. The 
Seaport is where we live, it is not just a place we visit 
transiently to work or hang-out, we live here with our families 
and are committed to the success of the community. 
Participation of the Fan Pier residential community in this 
focum is critically important to the discussion about the future 
of the Northern Ave Bridge because our neighborhood is 
tremendously impacted, and uniquely so, because we are 
isolated on Fan Pier and are disproportionately exposed to 
risk from emergency or terrorist activity at the Moakley 
Federal Courthouse. Northern Ave Bridge needs to be rebuilt 
and very much appreciate investment from committee 
members as stewards to make sure our community navigates a 
set of difficult decisions in the best possible way for the 
neighborhood and City of Boston The bridge needs to carry 
vehicles traffic in some capacity everyday, permanently, for a 
few reasons: To relieve rush-hour congestion as well as 
general traffic congestion to/from Seaport Provide emergency 
access and egress for emergency vehicles as well as 
residents,Residents would likely be willing to pay a nominal 



fee ($20) to register their vehicle, which would cover the 
administrative costs of the program. Then, use the proceeds 
from the traffic workers, and visitors of the Seaport. If there is 
an emergency, it would be regrettable not to have enough 
space for emergency vehicles as well as room for people, 
bikes, and cars to evacuate the Seaport (and the future 
Pavilion development) The Federal Courthouse poses 
potential for emergency situations unlike other areas and 
structures in the City. High profile trials take place there and 
the Courthouse is considered a primary target in New 
England. US Marshals might have to divert traffic patterns to 
get people safely evacuated from the CourtHouse and 
adjacent buildings. An attack on the Courthouse would likely 
require a fleet of emergency vehicles. Reliable alternative 
when one of the other bridges is unavailable for scheduled or 
unexpected reasons (e.g., terrorist attack, bridge break down, 
unpredictable environmental or structural event) As 
residential owner who commutes from the Seaport to another 
Boston neighborhood for work, I can say with confidence that 
permanent, dedicated personal vehicle lanes on the bridge will 
help alleviate the egregious traffic that is currently 
experienced getting in and out of the Seaport (during both 
rush hour and non rush hour times) To limit concerns about 
induced demand, could make the bridge vehicle lanes Seaport 
resident-only (not Fort Port, not Southie, just residents of 
Seaport proper) traffic lane on the bridge. Use a license plate 
reader (like on Mass Pike) to monitor bridge access and send 

automatic tickets ($100) to non-residents who drive on the 
bridge.Residents would likely be willing to pay a nominal fee 
($20) to register their vehicle, which would cover the 
administrative costs of the program. Then, use the proceeds 
from the traffic  violation ticket (i.e., non-residents driving on 
the bridge) to fund Seaport community events and 
improvements. The 56ft bridge option gives opportunity to 
have all of the following: Wide pedestrian area on one of the 
water sides of the bridge (peds/dogs exclusive path, safe, 
distinct from the vehicle and bike travel lanes; with room for 
walking patterns in both directions - which can be 
accomplished on one side of the bridge do not need walking 
lanes on both sides) 2-way bike lanes on one of the water 
sides of the bridge (2 directionally dedicated lanes, safe, 
distinct from the vehicle and pedestrian travel areas) 2-way 
private vehicle travel lanes in the middle of the bridge 
(physically distinct from bike and pedestrian travel areas; 
sufficient space to allow emergency vehicle access as needed, 
without having to divert ped/bike traffic.) Inspiration could 
include the ped/bike lanes of the Nesciobrug in Amsterdam or 
Puente de la Mujer in Buenos Aires plus additional width to 
allow for separated car travel lanes (in parallel but very 
separate/distinct lanes) Consider incorporating lighting into 
the bridge Lighting the Prudential Center with colors to 
support local nonprofits and sports teams has become a 
cherished tradition among Bostonians. We could do 
something similar with beautiful bridge lighting. San 
Francisco did an amazing light art installation on the San 
Francisco Bay Bridge. 



Contextual Contextual Contemporary Offering a vista

 It is breathtaking and “The Bay Lights” is loved by both local 
residents and tourists alike.The Seaport has started to 
establish some shared public art and “Harbor Lights” would 
be a great extension of this experience in the Seaport, making 
the Northern Ave Bridge sparkle alongside the Boston 
skyline. The city has recently dedicated a portion of its annual 
Captal Budget for commissioning permanent public art - 
perhaps they can subsidize this project. Design: contextual - 
beautiful design that evokes memories of the sails in the 
harbor and the Zaikam bridge. Height: as a boater who enjoys 
boating in Boston Harbor, would support raising the bridge 
over the navigatio channel to a height equal to the Moakely 
Bridge (Seaport Blvd Bridge) to allow the greatst number of 
boats to pass through the channel and to preserve boat access 
to the Barking Crab, Children’s Museum, and Intercontinental 
docks. A fixed bridge would need to be sufficient height to 
not obstruct boat traffic during highest tides.https://
www.sftravel.com/article/what-you-need-know-about-bay-
lights-worlds-largest-light-art-installation.

30ft or less wide bridge. Ped/bike bridge with 
emergency access only. NO CARS ON THE 
BRIDGE. Active Vibrant NO CARS ON THE BRIDGE. NO CARS ON THE BRIDGE.

Restore
Restore the original bridge for recreational use 
only, pedestrians and bikes. Active Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista Vibrant

The NA bridge is a monument in and of itself, one of the the 
last remaining artifacts in Boston Harbor which recalls 
Boston's complex working-waterfront. The bridge is an 
amazing example of early 20th century engineering. Boston is 
a city which prides itself in it's connections to the past and 
restoring this bridge should be a priority. Pedestrain and bike. Possibley emergency access.

Basic BASIC Nostalgic Passive Solitude

Plesant and ease for pedestrians. Serve the basic function of 
pedestrian traffic very well. That's what matters after a few 
years of re-opening the bridge and for many decades.

56 or 65ft. As wide as possible or close to the original bridge. 
The width and the space are what gives pleasantness, ease and 
enables to enjoy quietness away from the land.

Basic, Restore Restore/basic Active Contemporary
Either spend money to restore/preserve historic artifact or use 
contemporary design. Encourage pedestrian/bike use not vehicular.

Restore Restoration/Replication Active Contemporary Enclosed Nostalgic Offering a vista Vibrant I want to walk through the old bridge.

Restore Restored Active Nostalgic Offering a vista Passive

That the city of Boston understands the current and future 
need for exclusive bike and pedestrian traffic, and that it is 
provided with this bridge. That "feeling".

3-lanes, 64 feet wide: to allow middle lane for pedestrians 
(both directions), two separate directional lanes for one-way 
bicycles (no-motorized bikes, sccoters or vehicles).

Basic, Reinterpret Basic or reinterpret Active vehicular transportation in and out of the Seaport

Basic Basic Active
moving over the road to access projects on either side of the 
bridge

The bridge should be wide enough to safely accommodate 
trucks .

Restore Restore Meander Nostalgic Passive Solitude

If not a complete restore, at least something that pays tribute 
to the history of the bridge and incorporates some of the 
original design. Historic, meaningful, sincerity

I think a smaller width, ideal for pedestrians and bicyclists, 
would be best. Maybe instead of completely restoring the 
bridge (including width), the bridge could be modified to be a 
pedestrian-sized version of the original. I think that the style 
should reflect the context and history of the area, but the 
width and technology should be udpated.



Basic, Contextual
Either the basic or contextual bridge would be 
appropriate for the area. Offering a vista

The bridge should be functional and support economic growth 
in the region. Functioning infrastructure to support jobs and 
economic growth is one of the most important roles of 
government. I want the bridge to feel efficient and useful. It is 
not a park or a piece of art.

The bridge needs to be wide enough to support traffic and 
bicycles and pedestrians. There is no reason this can’t be 
shared to allow more economic growth to create more good 
jobs for Boston residents.

Restore Restore! Contemporary Nostalgic Passive Vibrant

The existing structure has a lot to offer to those who could 
experience walking through it. These bridges are most often 
experienced in cars, it is rare that we get the opportunity to 
wander or walk through this type of structure. It is awe 
inspiring and allows you to imagine the past, but enjoy the 
moment. Restoring the bridge and allowing it to function like 
the High Line in NYC would be a huge public benefit. Since 
the High Line's success, many cities are looking for these 
opportunities. Boston should invest in this restoration! 
Entenwerder1 in Hamburg Germany is a really popular place 
of similar nature. A new bridge would be just another bridge. 
In the future noone would really know or realize the historic 
connection, not to mention the new versions are very boring, 
unexciting, don't connect to the past at all and could be in any 
city anywhere. They don't fit into the fabric of brick that is 
Boston.

the bridge should stay it's original width. It could accomodate 
bike, pedestrian and sitting space like the highline.

Contextual Contectural Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant
Special design unique world class .. iconic design to 
symbalise forward thinking and sophisticated tasre of city

Contextual Contextual Active Offering a vista Vibrant Driving Bridge 64 ft.

Restore Nostalgic
Contrast between modern and old, Bridge is crown jewel. 
Otherwise sterile neighb. RESTORE

Restore RESTORE Nostalgic Offering a vista Passive I want it to be a walking path like it was before it was closed. Existing bridge width.

Contextual Contextual Active Offering a vista Vibrant Pedestrian

Basic Basic

I would like the bridge to help alleviate the traffic congestion 
that is growing in Seaport. Also it needs to be a back up to the 
Seaport Blvd Bridge that is falling into disrepair as 
streetlights are rusting out and concrete is crumbling.

The bridge needs to be a bridge for transportation. It needs to 
be functional and cost effective and diverts people and cars 
from creating the congestion that is increasing in the area with 
each new building that goes online.

The widest/largest bridge -- contemporary Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant
The bridge should be a REAL connector in feeling for the 
Seaport to the city

The wider the better. This bridge should be an icon for the 
entire harbor area

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Vibrant Moving people, bikes, and cars Sufficient to move people, bikes and cars
I would prefer if there were no bridge, repair or 
replacement where the current old Northern 
Avenue Bridge location is. A new bridge might 
be necessary to the west of Summer Street to 
accommodate new building there. I would 
advocate for no bridge in this current location.

The harbor water-sheet is also very important to this area and 
I am not convinced a bridge here would be visually intrusive 
to the enjoyment of the harbor water-sheet.

As I have said, I do not believe there should be a bridge here. 
It serves no purpose in this location. Perhaps a bridge west of 
Summer Street would be a better idea.

Contemporary Contemporary Offering a vista Passive

As wide as current span to allow for at least two lanes of 
vehicular traffic as well as plenty of pedestrian and cycling 
use.

Basic Basic Active Contemporary One way westbound lane/ General traffic
Reinterpret Reinterpret Contemporary Passive

Contextual Contextual Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant
Quality and craftsmanship; clean and sleek; functional; 
attractive; well-maintained

I prefer the largest width to have the most flexibility for 
potential use (e.g., emergency vehicles, traffic, pedestrians, 
etc. ),  56ft+

Basic, Contextual

I like "contextual" based on aesthetics, but 
prefer the "basic" based on cost. I would rather 
use the extra cost for "contextual" put to another 
use Contemporary Offering a vista Practical and efficient

42' would be my preference. Is there a way to reduce the 
sidewalk and bike lane on the Seaport Bridge to get another 
lane of traffic there?



Any of the styles is acceptable but a less 
expensive version that can accommodate 
vehicles is best. Offering a vista

I care about the practical aspects such as being available for 
traffic if there were an emergency in Seaport. A functioning 
infrastructure is critical to creating good jobs for all and 
raising incomes for all citizens

The bridge needs to be wide enough to accommodate 
vehicles. Preferably all vehicles

Basic
Basic, 56 ft, placemaking on bridge, emergency 
access and evacuation Nostalgic Offering a vista Placemaking on the bridge 56 ft, emergency access and evacuation

Offering a vista Safe and efficient flow of people and traffic
I feel that the 60 ft width is most practical and flexible and 
available for vehicular traffic

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant

I am less concerned about the feelings that the bridge and my 
experience would evoke: rather, I am most interested in a 
bridge design that will serve the pedestrian and vehicular 
needs both today and long into the future.

As a Seaport resident and homeowner (unlike many of the 
other attendees at the meeting) my family and I feel strongly 
that the bridge should be built to the maximum width to allow 
for emergency vehicles and vehicular traffic, whether it be for 
the current day needs or well into the future. I think that 
limiting the bridge to just pedestrian and bike traffic would be 
a major flaw in the city’s design process for this bridge. I 
think we can all agree that one of the other bridges leading to 
the Seaport/Fort Point will ultimately need to be taken out of 
service for repair or other reasons, and when that happens, the 
neighborhood will most certainly need the Northern Ave 
Bridge to allow emergency vehicles and other vehicular 
traffic (buses, cars, etc). This bridge NEEDS to be built to 
allow forThe

Widest one Active Contemporary Meander Offering a vista Vibrant
Safety,  bikes and pedestrians protected from traffic.  Perhaps 
an overhang from rain.

for the long range,  I feel that we need it to handle traffic as 
seaport will be very busy.

The most flexible design that allows for cars, 
trucks, emergency vehicles and bikes and 
pedestrians. We need access for all types of 
transportation Contemporary Passive

We want to be able to pass over the bridge with the minimum 
of hassle - not spend time on it Widest possible

I would strongly recommmend the wides and 
most versatile structure possible as this bridge 
should be able to service the community for a 
generation Contemporary Offering a vista The connection between business and lifestyle Widest possible please!

Contextual Contextual Contemporary

"Placemaking" concepts are all too cute and very 
unnecessary. Keep the bridge a bridge and make places 
elsewhere, keep costs to those for bridge

Contextual-Contemporary fits the Seaport best and harkens to 
other Boston landmarks. Bridge should be 56-64 feet 
regardless of initial decisions as to lanes and cars. We need 
optionality, foot/bike only is dangerous for the area

Contextual Contextual Active Contemporary Safety - useful for, all traffic - cars, bikes and pedestrians Not sure

Reinterpret

The reinterpreted design with plenty of green 
space. Please keep this a pedestrian cycling 
bridge until or unless we need to replace reroute 
traffic from other 2 bridges Active Contemporary Offering a vista

Green/drive. I hope the bridge can be a fresh social green 
space for pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Pet friendly green 
space

Remove the existing bridge and pay homage to the original 
through design. Northern Ave Bridge SPIRIT. Build it in the 
same dimensions (wide) but make the upper frame lighter and 
keep visibility through it

Basic Basic Active Offering a vista

The bridge must allow and accommodate all types of 
vehicles. The type of traffic allowed can be a matter of policy 
settings

The width must address access to large vehicles including fire 
engines and ambulances

Basic, Reinterpret Basic first, reinterpret second Meander Nostalgic Offering a vista Vibrant A mix of "Bostonian" and modern/aesthetically pleasing 30 ft.

Prefer the one that looks like a sail. A little like 
the Zakim Active Contemporary Offering a vista Vibrant

I would want it to be tastefully designed to make it a pleasant 
experience to cross whether on foot, bike, or vehicle. To 
primarily help make a difference in the traffic congestion 
getting out of the Seaport

I feel we should have the widest possible, I think 60' was 
mentioned. We need to be able to get the most out of the 
bridge - walkers, bikes, certain vehicles

Active Contemporary
Needs to accommodate cars, emergency vehicles and 
pedestrians

Active Contemporary
To alleviate conjestion, the bridge should allow cars, 
pedestrians and emergency vehicles


